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Abstract
A "security by design" method achieves robustness against programming errors and malicious attacks. A security by design method must be simple to understand. It must be simple to implement, and also to simple to verify. It must enable the developer to create assurance evidence coherent with the design decisions. MILS is a security by design method. In short, application of the MILS approach starts with partitioning the system under design into isolated compartments. System resources, e.g. CPUs, CPU time, memory, IO devices, files, are assigned to compartments. After that the communication channels between compartments are defined with respect to the required API (e.g. POSIX, ARINC, AUTOSAR). Communication and resource sharing between security domains have to be explicit, i.e. everything is forbidden what is not explicitly allowed. In parallel threat modeling is executed, i.e. define system assets to be protected, threat agents and possible malicious actions, system objectives to fight the threats. MILS provides a way to execute mixed-critical applications of different pedigrees on one system. The system as a whole still can be certified to the highest security and safety assurance levels. This makes the approach extremely interesting for modern complex systems, e.g. in a car infotainment system: Android applications can run on the same platform as AUTOSAR applications that communicate with the engine. Until ca. 2000 the MILS concept was mainly used in the US military. Now the commercial interest has picked up. We explain a MILS Architectural Template that simplifies to set up MILS systems. We finish with applications of the MILS concepts across automotive and avionics.

I. INTRODUCTION

A "security by design" must enable the system developer to create assurance evidence coherently with the design decisions. Thus, when the requirements state "what the system does", the design supports to explain "why the system does it correctly". Moreover, design is largely about splitting a system into components and connections, and security by design shall be able to securely separate components from each other. That is, in case a low-criticality component functionality yields to an attacker, the design shall guarantee that other high-criticality components remain unharmed. MILS is a high-assurance security architectural approach based on the concepts of separation and controlled information flow. The MILS approach has become a new strategy for effectively designing systems requiring high-assurance, including effective and efficient compositional certification.

II. MILS PLATFORM

The cornerstone of the architecture is a MILS platform, which encapsulates trusted and untrusted applications into compartments that reduce mutual dependencies to communications over channels explicitly defined by security policies. This cornerstone component has to be non-bypassable, evaluable, always invoked, and tamperproof (NEAT) [1], [2]. The MILS platform is implemented as a software-hardware (SW-HW) system, consisting of a software separation kernel and the hardware central processing unit (CPU) and memory management unit (MMU), as well as other critical hardware devices (e.g. IOMMU) and their software [3]. The central part of the MILS platform is its separation kernel, which implements those separated compartments, manages hardware, as well as enforces security policies for information flow, access control, and resource availability. The MILS principles are based on system decomposition of HW and SW into meaningful and from a security point of view atomic components. In a benign environment, built for cooperating actors, it suffices if resource decompositions are partial [4]. In an adversarial environment, the allocation of resources has to be completely compartmentalised (see Table 1), such that every resource belongs to some component and can only be accessed by any another component if allowed by the global configuration as well as by the resource owning component itself ("security domains" [5]). Thus, if a component fails or starts acting maliciously, other components are unaffected.
Table 1: Overview of software decomposition means

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decomposition means</th>
<th>Components the system is decomposed to</th>
<th>Typical enforcement mechanisms</th>
<th>Security view on environment</th>
<th>Security properties preserved</th>
<th>Safety protection against</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functions</td>
<td>Independent/loosely connected computations</td>
<td>Compiler convention for register storing at function entry/exit, stack convention</td>
<td>Cooperative</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Unintended reuse of variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threads</td>
<td>Single-thread computation</td>
<td>Saving/restoring the threads’ states</td>
<td>Cooperative</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Unintended reuse of variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating system: Processes</td>
<td>Applications/processes in an operating system</td>
<td>Address space separation by MMU</td>
<td>Cooperative</td>
<td>Integrity, confidentiality for memory accesses</td>
<td>Unintended reuse of memory locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypervisor: Virtualization</td>
<td>Guest operating systems</td>
<td>CPU virtualization</td>
<td>Cooperative</td>
<td>Integrity, confidentiality for CPU operations</td>
<td>Unintended access to resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILS</td>
<td>Partitions</td>
<td>CPU virtualization, real-time, resource management, secure IO, use of a small code base</td>
<td>Malicious</td>
<td>Integrity, confidentiality, availability, information flow</td>
<td>Malicious resource depletion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overview of software decomposition means

III. BUILDING MILS SYSTEMS

Architecture is the planning of how to build a new or reengineer an existing system from components [6, 7]. Thus, the first step is the selection of the components (architectural decomposition) of the system into components and connections denoting information flows. Where it is possible to identify components that have no connection, decomposition produces isolated components. Often, components do have one or more connections, and a common convention is to denote components as shapes (e.g., circles) and connections by arrows, as in Figure 1. The absence of an arrow (separation) is as important as its presence. The low-criticality (green) partitions are connected to an untrusted network and high-criticality partitions (red) control an actuator. The separation kernel controls and separates all resources and enforces security policies. It has a small codebase and is thus amenable to high-assurance verification and certification. In summary, MILS gives an agreement to define clear layers, applicable to a large class of systems, although these systems do not all brand themselves MILS.

When applying a MILS design, the integrator of the embedded system using the MILS separation kernel assigns system resources, e.g., CPUs, CPU time, memory, IO devices, files, to compartments, called partitions, and puts applications (that, for instance, may have been developed at different criticality) into the partitions. The integrator may choose to equip certain partitions with additional libraries or run-time environments (e.g., POSIX, ARINC, AUTOSAR) or even to run (para-) virtualized operating systems (e.g., Linux) in a partition. After that, the integrator defines communication channels between partitions with respect to the required API (e.g., POSIX, ARINC, AUTOSAR). Any communication and resource sharing between security domains has to be explicit, i.e. everything is forbidden what is not explicitly allowed.

Thus, the MILS approach provides a way to execute mixed-critical applications of different pedigrees on one system and still have that system being certified to the highest security and safety assurance levels. This makes the approach extremely interesting for modern complex systems, e.g. in a car infotainment system: Android applications can run on the same platform as AUTOSAR applications communicating with the engine.

Figure 1: MILS Architectural Approach

The MILS approach enables different composition strategies, comprising:

- T-composition (Figure 2): the composition of the MILS platform with the applications running on the MILS platform.
- P-composition or “puzzle composition” (Figure 3) takes into account maintenance aspects: at time point X, the blue partition has been updated, and the redesign / recertification effort is kept local to the blue partition.

Figure 2: T-composition

Figure 3: P-composition or puzzle composition

An advantage you gain by using the MILS approach is that it becomes easy to describe the high-level architecture of your system, which can be aligned to the MILS architecture. As first step to standardize the terminology of describing MILS...
architecture, a MILS architectural template is available (Figure 4). Figure 4 shows that assurances made by the MILS architecture not only depend on the separation kernel, but also strongly depend on the underlying hardware, a topic that today will be treated for ARM [8] and NXP [9] hardware.

Figure 4: MILS Architectural Template [3]

For instance, in the automotive architecture depicted in Figure 5, on the right-hand side there is a MILS system with PikeOS as separation kernel, a network manager, Android (interacting with a modem), and AUTOSAR (interacting with CAN), implemented as three partitions. Further MILS designs that will be presented today are another automotive design [10], an avionics design [11], a design for critical industrial systems [12], and designs for fog computing [13].

Figure 5: Automotive architecture [14]

IV. ASSURANCE AND CERTIFICATION
The modularity of MILS design simplifies establishing a security / safety case and compositional certification. For instance, for security a draft MILS protection profile has already been established (Figure 6). A compositional safety case is discussed in [15]. MILS design analysis and certification for safety and security will be subject of talks this afternoon [16] [17] [18].

Figure 6: MILS PP [19]

V. DISCUSSION
To support MILS users, a MILS Community has been founded, as an informal group that specifically targets users of MILS systems [20]. For instance, the MILS Community has produced a MILS roadmap (Figure 7). We expect today’s workshop to push forward common understanding of MILS topics, including building systems with the MILS architecture, as well as bringing forward new approaches for MILS foundations and MILS verification.

Figure 7: MILS community roadmap [21]
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